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and the noblest ideal. It impressed its genius upon
Gujarata, and prevented it, in spite of its fluid social and
commercial life, from developing on any but Aryan lines.
The works of Kalidasa, Bhavabhuti and Bana, which
fascinated literary men all over India, served to set a
standard that goaded them to produce works possessing
varying degrees of merit. Literary efforts were naturally
directed to the kavya, or the epic, the rupaka, or the
drama, and the campu or the romance.
The kavya owes its rise to the great epics, the
RUmnyana and the MahnbhUrata. It is a refined and
polished epic, dominated by one sentiment, dealing with
the adventures of a royal hero, or a royal family ; and
literary art shows itself at its best in the descriptions
contained in it rather than in the narrative as a whole.
The tradition of the kavya, compact in form, elegant
in expression and classic in self-restraint, which
Kalidasa left behind him, had naturally undergone
a change for the worse on account of the excessive
importance given to description. Bharavi, prior to 600,
made the kavya a vehicle for illustrating grammar. The
poet, anxious to win the praise of the pedant, turned a
grammarian, and made a great language the victim of
well-nigh ineradicable artificiality,
Bhatti, who composed Rnvanavadha under the patronage
of Dharasena of Valabhi (c 641), carried forward the
traditions of Bharavi. The adventures of Rama were
employed by him to produce an elaborate story, and
unrestrained fancy was allowed free play, resulting in
the grotesque. About 700, Magha lived at Bhmna-
mala. Bhatti's influence can be traced in his S'isupnlavadha,
which, in spite of defects common to the times, ranks
among the best kavyas in later Samskrta literature, and
abounds in elements which make it a good epic.
Lata appears to possess distinctive literary traits-  A
kind of style, favoured by the authors of Lata, had acquired
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